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INTRODUCTION

Destruction and damage to forest seeds by various groups of

insects has long been known both in Europe and in the United States.
Not until recently, however, have Entomologists and foresters in the
United States thought of this destruction with any amount of serious
ness.

The reason for the lack of interest in this respect is evident.

Until rec'ently reforestation in this country was thought of only by farsighted foresters.

Destructive lumbering without any thought of grow

ing trees has been the business of the lumbermen in the past.

Today the people of this country are confronted by a differ
ent problem.

With the end of our virgin forests only forty years away,

the problem of reforesting: logged off lands confronts this and suc
cessive generations.

Renewal of forests by self sown seeds, by sprout?, and by
artificial Bowing and transplanting, is more or less seriously affected
by insects.

The character of insect injury to forest seeds in this

country is similar to that in Europe.

It is found, however, that al

though these insects are quite similar in appearance and habits of

attack, the more important facts in the life history may be quite differ
ent.

Thus, remedies recommended for the control of certain insects

which have been thoroughly studied in Europe cannot be adopted in this

country unless they are amended to conform with the difference in the

life histories of the American species.

It is, therefore, important

that men specialized in Entomology made a detailed study of insects
attacking seed of American forest trees.

While the losses charged to forest seed insects are not so
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great as those of insects attacking the tree itself and^products of the
tree, they are far greater than is generally recognized and are of

sufficient importance to attraot the attention of forest officials
interested in the future timber supply in the United States*

It is the object of this thesis to give a brief resume of the

different species and classes of insects that attaok forest tree seed.
This will include a description of the insects, life histories, injury
and losses.

..ith a few exceptions little is known of the life history and
habits of this class of enemies of American forest as compared to what

is known in Europe.

As stated above the past has not felt the need of

such detailed study and research work but it has become a duty to suc

ceeding generations to reforest cut over lands and this can only be
accomplished by producing large quantities of good seed.

The entire

purpose of some silvicultural methods of reforestation is likely to be
defeated by forest seed insects.

To cite an example:

If seed trees

were left to seed an area by natural reforestation an infestation re

peated year after year would defeat the entire plan.

Insects have been

known to destroy practically all the seed of a species in one locality.
GROUPS 0? INSECTS TH^T jiTTaGK FOREST SEED

Insects of four orders attack cones and seeds of conifers.

Grubs and adults from the order Coleoptera, caterpillars or moths from

the order Lepidoptera, maggots from the order Diptera and the larvae of
wasps from the order Hymenoptera all do damage to forest seeds.

The

damage may be due to feeding upon the buds and flowers or to immature
cones and mature seed.

Damage to cones is usually done in the immature stages of the
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insect.

Only in the case of beetles do the adults attack the seed.

These pests may be found in any part of the cone.
habits vary with the different species.

Their feeding

In many cases the presence of

the insect can be detected by the peculiar type of injury and the dam
age can be estimated during the summer.
KINDS OF INJURY

.Blighted Cones - The observer will often notice that immature cones

will wither, dry and fail to fill out.

They look as if they had been

blighted, and it is from this appearance that the term "blighted cones"

is derived.

This type of injury is usually caused by beetles but it

may also occur in cones attacked by caterpillars of moths that bore in
to the cone.

The cone beetle attacks cones from the genus "Pinus",

principally doing the greatest damage in the second year of their grow
th.

Cones may also be attacked and killed in the first year of their

growth.

Sugar pine cones attacked by beetles nearly always fall to the

ground in July and August.

V.'ormy and aborted Cones - Damage due to "wormy" cones is usually caused ^
by caterpillars of moths.
surface of the scales.

Cones so injured have masses of resin on the

This i s an indication of the presence of larva

which have bored through the scales, seeds and into the pith.
cases the cones become aborted and grow into odd shapes.

which are not attacked fill and mature.

In some

The seeds

Damage to seed of yellow and

Jeffrey pines in Southern Oregon and Northern California in 1912 was
estimated at from 50 to 90 per cent of the crop.

'.Vorray Seeds - This type of injury is confined to seed only.

are not attacked and show no indication of attack.

The cones

Ihe damage is caused

by the larva of a tiny wasp from the order Hymenoptera known as a "seed

4
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chalcidid".

This is the greatest enemy to the seeds of Douglas fir.

They work entirely within the inner lining of the seed and their

presence cannot readily be detected without splitting open the seed.
The infested seed becomes hollow and contains the white headless larvae.

Infested seed stored over the winter sometimes contain small clearcut

holes from which the adults have emerged.
indication of the insect.

This is the first exterior

Because the presence of the insect is so

difficult to detect large quantities of seed is stored every year re-

suiting in heavy losses,

i^any conifers are attacked by this insect.

Among thosei attacked are Douglas fir, Engelmann spruce, and V.'estern

Yellow Pine.

Damage to certain species of fir has run from 70 to 90

per cent.

Ivlar.gotv Cones - Some cones are affected by maggots of flies from the

order Diptera.
white in color.

The maggots are of two kinds:

those pink and those

The pink maggots cause resin to run over the scales of

the cone but do no appreciable damage to the seed.

The white maggots

are usually present in vast numbers and cause considerable damage to
the seed.

If the cones are spread out to dry the maggots will leave.
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Cone beetles are small dark cylindrical beetles which attack

the cones of pines.

These beetles attack and kill the cones by boring

into the axis to deposit their eggs.

The larvae eat.

the scales and

seeds of the dead cone and develop to the adult stage within the cone

where they remain over the winter.

These beetles attack cones of many

pines doing heavy damage in sugar and yellow pines.

Damage to sugar

pine has been recorded as high as 75 per cent of the seed crop over
large areas.
Descriptions. Life -istories. Habits. Injury and Damage of Certain

Cone Beetles - The life histories, habits, injury and damage of two

outstanding cone beetles, The Sugar-Pine Cone Beetle (Conophthorus

lambertiana), and the Yellow-Pine Cone Beetle (Conophthorus ponderosaejF
will be discussed in this paper.

There are other Cone Beetles such as

Conophthorus scopulorum, Conophthorous coniperda and Conopthorous
monticolae which do damage to seeds of many coniferous trees on the

Pacific Coast and in the. Inland Empire, b\it little is known of their
life histories, habits, damage, and injury consequently they will not
be considered.

SUGAR PINE CONE 3EETLE1"
(Conopthorus lambertianae)
Description - The adults are small, black, cylindrical beetles, from

3 to 4 mm. in length.

The larvae are small, white grubs from 3.5 to

4.5 mm. in length when full grown.

Seasonal History - At the beginning of the second year sugar pine cones

are from 2 to 2§- inches long with stalks from 2 to 3 inches in length.
1.

filler, J. U. - U.S.D.A. Bureau Entomology Bulletin,
No.

243.

*S
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Adult beetles may enter these stalks at any place but they usually
enter at the base of the cone.

As soon as

the beetle enters the stalk

pitch begins to flow from the wound and soon forms pitch tubes over the
surface.

As soon as the beetle bores to

the center of the axis it

toward the cone and bores straight outward through the axis*

turns

When the

beetle reaches the heart of the cone the tunnel becomes the egg gallery

and the eggs are deposited at short intervals in notches prepared for

that purpose.
saw dust.

The entire length of the egg gallery is packed with

Sawdust is also packed around the eggs in the notches.

As

the beetle ceases to work when cones are cut open the date at which the
tunnels are made has not been determined.

i?or the

same reason incu

bation of the eggs lias not been exactly determined but it iias been found
by cutting cones open that the eggs had incubated in from two to four
days.

Usually one pair of beetles occupies an egg gallery in a
single cone.

There are exceptional cases, however, where as many as

three pairs have been found in as many egg galleries in one cone.
The effect of the attack of the beetle on the cone is to

check further growth.

Eventually it dries, hardens and withers.

It

usually remains on the tree in a sour condition for sane time after the
cone i s dead.

The egg gallery is usually kept straight and close to the
axis of the cone.

In small cones from 2 to 3 inches long the galleries

are extended to the outer end of tne cones.

The insect deposits from

four to five eggs along its length, and then bores out through the
scales and emerges.

It has not been determined wnether the beetle

attacks other cones but it seems reasonable that this is the case.
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Later in the season larger cones are attacked.

Cones from 6 to 8 inches

in length are attacked and from 15 to 30 eggs are deposited along the
gallery.

The attack continues into June.

The parent adult seldom

emerges from the cone (which have increased in size to from 6 to 8

inches long) and may be found dead at the end of the egg gallery.
the first of July the attack is complete.

By

Tne infested cones are from

2 to 8 inohes long and the minfested cones are from 10 to 18 inches
long.

The blighted cones show conspicuously on the tree.

of the smaller cones seldom form.

The seeds

The larger cones may reach two-thirds

their normal size but they never fill or mature.
As soon as the laz-vae hatch they start feeding on the tissues

and scales of the withering cone.

They grow rapidly and within 'four

Y/eeks after the first attack the pupa may be found.

If the cone is open

ed during the larva period they may be found in any part of it*in the

axis, scales, ana often in the tender milky seeds.

By the last of June

the cones which contained the oupa are dry, withered, and reddish brown
in color.

At this stage the dry withered stalk breaks and the cones fall

to the ground.

All infested sugar-pine cones fall before the close of

the season and the brood completes their life history within the cones

on the ground.

Transformation

rom pupa to adult begins about July 10

and continues until the midale of Aurast.

3y this time practically all

of the cones have fallen and the brood remains in these cones

for

the re

mainder of the fall and winter.

The beetles are not entirely dormant during this period but
feed on the dead tissues of the cone as is apparent from sawdust borings

present in the cones.

As many as thirty-six beetles have been found in

•
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one cone during this time.

The average is from 6 to 10.

'he larvae fail to develop in many blighted, cones.

especially true of very small cones and large cones.

This is

They are most

successful in intermediate sized cones from 4 to 6 inches in length.

Some of the larger cones resist the attack of the cone beetles by drown
ing them out as do many of the trees which are capable of resisting bark

beetles.

In every case, however, the cones attached are killed.
From all evidence there is only one generation of beetles a

year.

This fact is borne out since the attack is successful only when

the cone is in an immature stage.

is time for only one generation.
where

these occur it is due

Sines this period is very short there

There are exceptions to this rule but

to abnormal

conditions.

It is difficult to estimate the loss resulting from the work

of this beetle.

The loss depends upon local conditions such as the

desirability of reproduction by natural reseeding of the infested areas
or the demand for seed by local seed collectors.

WORK OF THE CONE BEETLES IB SUGAR PliJE CONES

These cones were killed

by the cone beetles

Tills cone re
sisted attack
of the beetle

Sugar pine cone attacked by cone beetles
at different stages of growth of the cone

.--Primary egggalleries

Primary egg galleries

Sugar pine cones cut in sections
showing the primary egg gallaries
made by the cone beetles
Adapted from U.S.d.a, Bulletin # 95
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THE V.SSTBRN YSLLO,,' PliC CONE BEETLE^
(Conophthorus ponderosae) ;

Life History - The life cycle of the yellow pine cone beetle does not
differ to any great extent from that of the sugar pine cone beetle.

The

first attack on second year cones is usually about three weeks earlier.
Yellow pine cones are different from sugar pine cones in that
they are sessile, that is they are not attached to stalks but set closely

to the limbs.

At the beginning of the second year the cones are from 1

to 1-g- inches long.

The initial point of attack differs by penetrating

the scales very close to the base of the cones.

Pitch tubes are usually

found at the entrance holes and sawdust may be found on the scales.

The

adults do not bore directly tiirough the axis but turn around the axis of

the cone making a spiral path which completely cuts off all nourishment

and deadens the cone.

This produces a condition necessary for the

development of the larvae.

After the spiral is complete the adult extends

the egg gallery out through the central axis.

Oviposition. development

of larvae and transformation from pupa to adult are in all important
respects the same as the sugar pine cone beetle.
In a few cases these beetles have been known to attack first

year cones.

This condition exists only when there is a shortage of

second year cones.

Eggs are not deposited in these cones and larva can

not develop.

3eetle-killed cones vary in size from 1 to 4 inches in length

depending on the size of the cone when the attack is made.

Yellow pine

cones differ from sugar nine cones in that they cling to the tree many

years after the cone beetles have left the cones.

Seeds may be present
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in the cones but they are hollow and are not fertile.
In some cases it has been found that overwinter broods do not

develop.

As many as from 1 to 20 have been found, with an average of

from 5 to 8.

The cones, however, are killed and the damage is just as

great.

The broods winter in the cones on the tree and emerge the

following spring.

They do not remain dormant during the winter but feed

on the dry scales and seeds.

Damage - The cone beetles cause a .much greater damage to sugar pine cones

than to yellow pine cones.

Trees bearing heavy crops and in isolated

places are much more susceptible to damage than trees grov/ing close to
gether with lighter crops.

To show the damage done by these beetles two trees standing
close together were selected and the cones were counted as follows:

Green Cones

: Tree

Beetle-killed

Total

:

963

:

765

.:

: Ho.

:

1

:

2

i

515

448

700

65

.

Squirrels and Cone Beetles - Beetle-killed cones fall to the ground at
the same period of the year that the cones cut by squirrels fall.

The

damage done by the Bquirrels and the' beetles has sometimes been mistaken
by inexperienced seed collectors.

The damage by the squirrels can readily

be distinguished from that of the cone beetles.

The squirrels cut the

stalk just above the cone and leave a stalk on the limb.
be seen on the stalk.

Teeth marks can

Squirrels usually eat the cones cut or cache them

•
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away.

Beetle-killed cones are allowed to lie on the ground unmolested

by squirrels.

A majority of the cones cut by squirrels are 10 inches

or more in length and the seeds are usually full size while those that
are beetle-killed are 8 inches or smaller and the seeds are blighted or
hollow.

Remedy -

It is evident from the seasonal history of the cone beetle

that from the last of August until the following May ail the infestation
within any area will consist of the brood of new adults which are over

wintering within the blighted cones.

If the cones in these infested

areas can be raked up and burned a bi£ reduction of the infestation and

damage will result,

turning can be done without great expense.

Sept

ember, October, and November are the more favorable months for the work
as the snow and wet weather would probably be unfavorable during the
winter and spring months.

Seed collectors may estimate the amount of damage at the

middle of July, as practically all the cones by that time stand out
conspicuously and damage can be inspected,

.^rom these estimates the

collector can judge whether seed can be profitably collected.

DRAWIHOS TC ItLTTSTRATE - E DAMAGE
pii;t: b • 301:

:"D ?0 WESTErlE TETlOW

DI iCj 1 J. XL.

--a

-Larva of
cone beetle
--Pith

•---b

Fig 1

(a) Blighted western yellow

Longitudinal section of a

pine cone caused by the
cone beetle.
(b) Nor

mature western yellow pine

mal sized cone.

cone, showing pith occupied
by the cone rirorm and the
seeds destroyed by it.

-r-oeed

-Damage to
—larva attack

cone

ing seed

-Larva

Pig 111

Fig IV

Western yellow pine cone enlarged

Crossection of the

to show the character of damage

cone showing the pos

of the

ition of the larvae

cone

beetle

in the

cone

in the

cone

adapted from U.S.0.A. Bulletin j, 95
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553D GHALCIDIDS1'
'erhaps one of the worst enemies of forest seed is the seed
Chalcidids.

The Chalcidids are the larva from the adult wasp of the

order Hymenoptera.

They live within the seed and develop with it.

There are several species that attack seed.

One species attack

Douglas fir, red fir and white fir.

r'robably the worst enemy of Douglas fir seeds is the Douglas

Pir Seed Ghalcidid (Iviegastigmus spermatrophus).

Since little work has

been done on other seed chalcidids attacking forest seed this species
will be discussed in detsil.
•THE DQ-JCLAS FIR SSSD OH ALGID

Uiegastigmus spermatrophus)
This insect is a native of western united States.

It was

first described in 1893 by ..'achtl from specimens reared from seeds.
Because forestry has not been practiced extensively in the

United States this insect has gone unnoticed until recent years.

Al

though it is a native of the United States it first became known as
a serious pest in Scotland where seed was being gathered for reforest
ation purposes.

Dr. ilacDougall published on account of a serious out

break in Aberdeenshire, .jcotland.

he quotes a letter from Mr. John

jrozier of that place in which he says, "Now however, it has assumed

a more serious aspect, as the seed on many of the older trees from
which I formerly collected ray supply, in good years amounting to over

300 bushels, is now not worth the trouble of gathering.

I have raised

several millions of plants on this estate, but unless the pest can

be kept in check, it will be impossible to :eep up the stock from home

1.

Orosby, Gyrus, Si

Gornell University Bulletin MO. 265
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grown supplies."

Description, ^ife History. Injury and Control., of_ Ulepastiftmus
spermotrophus).

Description - Ukr - Tne egg as obtained by dissection from the female

are white, smooth, spindle-shtped with a very long pedical at the
{interior end and the vestage of one at the opposite end.

The length

of the body of the egg is .36 nan., tail-like process from .9 to 1.2
mm. long.

Larva - Tne full grown larva is yellowish white with brownish mouth
parts; its length varies from 2.5 to 3.5 mm.

The surface is smooth

without apparent sculpture and the hairs are very sparse and micro

scopic in size.

The inner margin of the mandibles is provided with

three sharp teeth.

?upa -

The pupa is yellowish .vnite in the female and has an ovi

positor curved over the back and reaching to about tne middle of the
thorax.

The length of the female pupa is about o mm., of the male

2.5 mm.

Adult -

The adult female is brownish yellow with the face and hind

margin of pronotum yellow,

the ovipositor is as long as the body,

dusky in color anu. usually strongly curved,
with dark brown veins.

hie wings are clear

Ihe antennae are duskyj scape yellow.

The

male is .much lighter in color; the head, pronotum, pleurae and coxue
are yellOY/; mesonotum, scutellum and abdomen tinged with brown; post
scutellum at the sides, propodeum in the middle and basal segments
of the abdomen above, dark brown; pronotum and mesonotum each with a
transverse brownish band in front.
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The eggs are laid in the summer or late spring, the larva
feeding on seed until it reaches maturity, passing the winter within

the seed as a perpetual larva, transforming into a pupa early in the
spring and emerging as an adult in time to oviposit in the rather

young seeds of the tree,

oviposit ion within the cone occurs when the

cone is very small.

Gontrol - AlacDougall recommends as a protection against this pest
that the cones be gathered as soon as ripe and that at soon as they

will permit, the seed should be thrashed from them, and that this be
fumigated without delay with bisulphid of carbon.
There are seven known species of chalcidids that attack
the seeds of the following forest trees:

Amabilis fir (Abies amabilis)

Ahite
" (A. concolor)
Grand
" (A. grandis)
Shasta
" (A. ma£nifica)
Bristle
" (A. venusta)
Noble
" (A. nobilisj
Hooker hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana)

Douglas fir

(Pstudotsuga taxi folia)

mountain

(Sorbus scandinj, 3. aucuparia,

sh

S.

latifolia.

(Abies excelsa

Three exotic species (A. pectinata
(A. mariesii

Cenus iileg;asti£mus - Sany species of the genus ^legastigmus found in

Europe come from the conifers o: tne United States.

It is very like

ly that difficulty will be found in tne United States on account of
the attack of these insects,

No parasites of this genus has yet been

found.

1.

Rohwer, 3. A. 1913 U.S.D.A. **ur. of 3nt. B. (Tech.
seriesj 20 part VI.

»
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According to a letter published by Riley in 1893, the
seeds of silver fir (Abies pectinate) were so completely destroyed

during the years 1886 and 1888 by species of genus I./ogastigmus that
not a single seed could be found.

THE DOUGLAS FIR-SEED CHALCI3

Egg dissected out
from

female

Full-grown larva

Seed of Douglas EIr
showing exit holes
rmde by adults
Adapted from Cornell Bulletin # 265
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THE DOUGLAS FIR-SEED CHALCIS

Adult male

Adult

female

Adapted from Cornell Bulletin # 265
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WORK OF A CHALCIDID IN SEEDS OF PACIFIC COAST CONIFERS

--larva

^ross .section of
white

fir cone at

tacked by seed chalcidid

-Seed

Seed des

troyed by
chalcidid

Cross

section of a

Cross

maggoty white fir

section of a

sound, nature white

cone.

fir

cone unaffected

by attack from seed
chalcidid

Adapted from U.S. D. A. Bulletin |

95

•

7C3L* OF A Cii'LCIulD IN SEEDS OF PACIFIC COAST CQHIFERS

-New adults

Exit holes

•-jixit hole

—Hew adults

."■.♦"A- '•••I

Unopened seeds show

ing exit holes made
by the insect.

--Larva

Yellow pine seed

enlarged showing
larva and newly
transformed adults
in the seeds
•Exit holes

in unopened
--Larva in open

seed

ed seed of the
red fir

--Exit hole

in

unopened seed

Adapted from U.S.D.A. Bulletin # 95
Ce ,. ^

•
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3one worms do most damage in the caterpillar stage of

their life history.
cones and seeds.

There are several species of moths that attack

The forest tree seeds peculiarly susceptible to

attack are pines, firs, hemlock, spruces, and incense cedar.

One of

the species of moth attacks western yellow pine and Jeffrey pine.

It

feeds on the seeds and scales of the cones and winters as larva and

pupa in a gallery in the pith of the cones axis.
attacks the cones of Douglas fir.

Another species

It mines through the scales leav

ing an opening through which pitch exudes.

Practically all the in

sects from the order Lepidoptera eat the seed of the cone but do not
kill the cone itself.

There are a few exceptions as in the case of

zhe caterpillars that attack yellow pine cones which sometimes kills
the cones and causes a damage similar in cnaracter to the cone beetles.

THE DjUGLAS SPHUOS OQhE IJQTH2
(Cydia pseudo tsugana)
The Douglas Spruce Cone Hoth is probably the most destruc
tive of the moths attacking seeds.

At present it is known from

Southern British Columbia to Southern Oregon and East through Montana.

Description - Bg,-g - Flattened, oval, with a flange around the edges

and with the central portion more convex, nearly colorless, glossy and
with irridescent reflections.

1 mm. in length and a little less in

width.

Larva - About eleven-sixteenths of an inch in length.
is a dark resinous red.

The general color

It much resembles the codling motxi larvae to

which it is closely related.

Chrysalis - About on^-half inch long, dare red brown in color.

Adult - "Head, fawn color, the scales standing separately and giving a
1.

1914 - Miller, J.:.l. U.S.D.A. Bulletin No. 95

2.

1908 - Cooley Montana Bulletin -<o. 70, p. 125

•
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speckled appearance.

?orowings, shades of whitish gray, fuscuous

and black, ground color, grayish white with dark brown

splotches.

and black

A dark brown or black band begins on the costa as a small

dot, but broadens below the costa and ends on the dorsum before the
anal angle."

Life History - The winter is passed in the adult stage near the center
of the mature cone.

The emergence of the adult depends on latitude,

altitude, and on weather conditions.

All along the coast emergence

begins in Llarch or early April while in the higher mountains it is a
month later.

The eggs are deposited very soon after emergence depending
upon the development of the mature cones.

The period of incubation

is from 8 to 12 days depending on weather conditions.

The young

caterpillars feed upon the young tender scales of the cone, and
later enter the cone and feed around the central stalk, and still

later they feed upon the seed often killing every seed in the cone.
Control - If the trees are reared especially for seed supply this in

sect may be controlled by applying a lead arsenate spray (use 5 pounds

of lead arsenate (paste) or zh pounds of lead arsenate powder to 100
gallons of water).

It usually requires about ten gallons of spray to

a tree, aue to the fact that there is considerable waste in forcing

the spray into higher trees.

Spraying must be done shortly after the

eggs hatch and before the larva enters the cones.
Natural Control -

The Douglas Spruce Cone Beetle has many parasitic

enemies among the order H -menoptera and occasional predacious enemies
among the beetles.
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EVETRIA TAXIEOLIELLA1'
This insect attacks the cones of Douglas fir (Pseudo-

tsuga taxi folia).
ilountain States.

It is distributed in the Pacific Coast and Rocky
The damage resulting from attacks of this insect

reaches seventy-five per cent over restricted areas in Oregon and

ninety-five per cent in Montana.
Description -

"Eace, head ana thorax black, liberally ousted with

white, fore wings grayish brown, transversely striated with white
and black atoms, at the basal third there is a poorly defined dark
brown, black edged, zig zag band across the wing, followed by a

light gray white area.

Through the middle of the wing from the base

runs a poorly defined, brown streak enlarged into an irregular blotch
at the end of the cell.

By the costal edge there is a series of black

ish spots with white dusted intervals, at tormus an oval, white, black
dusted spot, with a snort perpendicular, black line in the center.
Apical and terminal edge dark golden brown with a black line along tne
extreme edge before the dartc fuscpus cilia.

cous.

Abdomen dark fuscous.

hi fe History -

Hind wings blackish fus

Wing expanse I'o to 14 am."

The eggs are laid on the surface of scales of young

cones in March, April and Hay.

The eggs are oblong, pearly white,

one by one and one-half millimeters and attached by a flange.

The larvae bore through the bracts into the cone where they

feed and develop.

The mines are often filled with resin which later

solidifies and prevents the seeas from escaping.

"The pupae form during Jul/ and August in the resinous

1.

Chamberlin

- Account Of Injurious ana beneficial In

sects, Part 11.

p. 44.
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cocoons near the axis of the cone where they pass the winter."

Natural Enemies -

This moth has many Hymenopterous parasites, in

cluding Ephialtes comstocki. Itoplectis evetriae. and a clialcid
Zacolochlara milleri.

DRAWINGS TO ILLUSTRATE THE DOUGLAS SPRUCE CONE MOTH AND
THE INJURY CAUSED BY THE MOTH

Adult Moth - Enlarged

A Single Egg On A ,
Bract-Enlarged

Cross-section of

Cone Showing Work

Cross-section of

of the Larvae

Cone Showing Work
of the Larvae

Seeds Eaten By Larvae

Adanted from Montana Bulletin
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Flft CONE iiAGGJTS1,
j'ir cone maggots are tne larvae of flies of tne order
Diptera.

They attack tne cones and seeds of white fir, red fir, and

alpine fir.

Injury is caused from mining through tne scales and seed.

They do not winter in the cones and seeds as do the other groups :,e
have discussed but leave the cones ana burrow into the grouna about

one inch where they pupate.
Adaptation of the Insects to the Intermittent Cone-producin^. habits

of the ~iost Trees - The life cycle of seed-infesting insects corre
sponds to the time required for tne seed to produce seeds.
deposit their eggs on tne young immature cones.

feed until September when the cones mature.

The insects

The insects hatch and

Ihe dormant period (time

between mature cones and the beginning of tne new crop) is passed in
the larva, pupa, or adult stage either in tne pith of the cone, in

resinous pitch or in the ground.
Heavy forest seed crops do not occur every year.

A few cones

are produced every year but heavy crops occur ev=ry two to five years.

Occasionally seed crops are a complete failure.
"off years".

These are known as

If broods of insects were to emerge every year tney v/ould

sooner or later encounter an "off year" in seed oroauction.

Ahis would

result in the starvation of tne insects and their complete extinction.

Unfortunately all the insects of an over-wintering brood ao not emerge

every spring.

Instead nature has provided that part of tne brood

emerge the first winter ana tne rest continues on to tne secona year

before emergence.

The retarded part of tne brood emerges ouring the

latter part of the winter or early spring*
1.

This adaptation of insects

lt»14 - filler, J* U., EJ>8*D*A* julletin ao. 95
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to their host provides for a continued infestation of certain species
of insects in forest trees.

In 1911 the gnats attacked and destroy

ed large quantities of white pine seed in northern California.

This

brood did not occur again until 1912 but remained in the pupal stage
through the summer of 1912 and the following winter.
emerged in the spring of 1913.

The adult flies

Under these conditions it would taice

several years of crop failures to reduce to any appreciable extent
the insects over a forested area.

Alethods of Preventing ^osses - Since there is a light infestation by
insects in certain species of trees, and heavy infestations in other
areas, the cones should be examined and the percent of infestation

determined.

This examination should be made in July and August so

as to reveal the immature stages of the insect,

"./ith this information

the collector should determine the area best suited for seed collection.

Intelligent selection of seed producing areas will assist in prevent
ing losses due to gathering seed which is afterward found to be worth
less.

CONCLUSION

The writer has now discussed the four major groups of insects

that attack and destroy forest seed.
tera, Hymenoptera and Diptera.

The groups are Coleoptera, Lepidop-

Lack of activity in the past in con

trolling seed insects lias been due chiefly to the great quantities of

seed produced each year and to the practice of destructive lumbering
in the united States.

Bapid depletion of our timber has awakened

foresters and broadminded lumbermen to the fact that cut-over land

must be reforested.

This new attitude iscreating aforest-minded <-
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peonle in the united ot: tes who will eventually take the place of
the short sight 3d and over-capitalised lumbermen.
Reforestation oan tot be successful in many localities
unless seed insects are controlled,

forest officials, Entomologists

seed collectors now realize the importance of this phase of

forestry and research work to determine the life histories, habits,
injury, and control of the various seed insects has started.

The

work of controlling seed insects in Europe where reforestation has

long been practised has always been a serious problem.

Insects

have destroyed seeds over large areas and in some localities have
almost defeated the reforestation plans.

Although research in this phase of forestry in tne United
States is in its infancy the life histories of several seed insects
have been worked out ana several remedies for control have been

recommended*

-uife histories of tiie Sugar-Pine and Tellow-pine Cone

Beetles, Douglas Pir Seed Chalcidid, Douglas Spruce Cone ±Joth and
several other seed insects have beeii worked out*

Although many ways

of controlling these pests have been recommended no absolute control
has been discovered.
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